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Introduction
Since the start of our education,
young adults have been given
several academic goals to
achieve in their lifetime. These
goals usually include graduating high school,
going to college, finishing college, and finding a
job to support you and your family. However,
recent studies have shown that these goals have
become harder to obtain over these past few
generations without a clear reason why. While
there is existing research on this topic, there is
still little known on what is necessary for
graduating college students to find a job
efficiently. This project is intended to address this
issue of extreme stress caused by the uncertainty
of finding a stable job, by providing students
information about what attributes they should
have in order to get employed by a well paying
job.

Abstract
In the field of business, which of the following attributes are seen as required, valuable, or
unnecessary for graduating college students today and 2001 applying for jobs in the world of
business: speak more than one language, degree in field, success with working in groups,
adaptability, honesty, experience, good communication, college they attended, fitting culture of
the company, appearance, and attending an Ivy League School? Also, using the data about today
and 2001 years ago, what category would each factor possibly fall into in 2031? This project also
addresses student’s increasing stress by offering more information about how students pursuing a
career in business can become more prepared for life after college.

Materials
1. Articles from Fast Company
2. Articles from Entrepreneur
3. Articles from EbscoHost
5. Articles from Forbes
6. Articles from Time
7. Articles from Inc.
8. Graphs
9. Survey

Hypothesis
I predict that soft skills are becoming more
necessary than the type of degree and/or the
university college students attended.

Variables
Control: Data from 2001
Independent: Original survey data for 2017
Dependent: Predicted data for 2031

Results
This is a required attribute for a career in business
This is a valuable attribute for a career in business
This is an unnecessary attribute for a career in
business
Differences

2001

2017

Doctorates

Purpose
1. Lower the stress of high school and college
students in preparing for the future
2. Discover ways in which students can be
employed quickly after college
3. Provide companies with potential employees
who fit their wants and needs
4. Provide colleges with information to help
increase their number of students who can find
jobs quickly after college

Discussion

Methods
Survey “Employing Graduating College
Students in the US”
Adults with a business related career
and knowledge of their companies
employment, are asked their opinion on
the value of various attributes that
potential employees could have. These
potential employees would be
graduating college students who are
pursuing a career in business.

Master’s
Degree

Similarities

According to both data sets, the major
differences were that in 2017 more
professionals felt that internship experience was
valuable, while in 2001 the majority considered
it required; in 2017 more professionals felt good
grades were valuable, while in 2001 the
majority felt it was either required or
unnecessary; in 2001 doctorates and masters
degrees were seen as more necessary than
today; and knowing more than one language is
seen as more necessary today than it was in
2001.

Conclusion
Overall, todays employers are not looking for
graduating college students with masters,
doctorates, or internship experience. Instead,
employers are looking for those who are
reliable, adaptable, able to work with others,
and have interpersonal skills. Based on this
data, I predict that students will need to focus
mainly on their interpersonal skills and broad
experience, rather than their degree or college.
This also shows that my hypothesis was
partially correct.
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Articles
Chose to collect 2001 articles from the
most popularly read business and
entrepreneur magazines by
professional businessmen. These
articles will be analyzed, to then be
Adaptability
interpreted on how the author would
answer the same survey regarding
2001.
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